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13 New technologies to support 
language learning 
Lisa Kervin and Beverly Derewianka 
13.1 Introduction 
Language classrooms have always used technologies of various kinds, 
from the blackboard through to the language laboratory. In recent dec· 
ades, however, there has been an explosion in the resources availablr 
to teachers to the point where many feel overwhelmed. This cbap! . 
therefore does not attempt to provide a comprehensive review of' 3[ 
of the art' technologie - primarily becau e the around is hifnn 
rapidly that any uch endeavour would soon be out of date. Rarh 
we have kept in mind an audience who are not neces arily interesteO 
the fi~er ~oint of technological innovations but who are seeking 01 
practlcal l1lput on tho e advances that are productive in fosterin cha' 
tudent ' learning. 
When it comes to electronic learning materials, we need to take into 
account the hardware, the software and the actual content such resources 
make available and the methodologies they promote. Ultimately, ho . 
ever, we are concerned with the quality of learning that these resou . 
facilitate and the extent to which their u e reflect ound learmPL 
theory: 
• is the input relevant, accurate, accessible and yet rich? 
• what kinds of interaction are encouraged? 
• what degree of support is provided and how are learners encouraged 
towards greater autonomy? 
• how is useful feedback provided? 
• is motivation stimulated? 
Blake (2008) describes the successful technology· enhanced FL curricu· 
lum as student-centred, carefully planned, technically well supported 
and, most importantly, pedagogically well constructed. 
In this chapter we will look at how teaching the macroskills (lis· 
tenino speaking reading and writing) might be enhanced through I 
incorporation of various d igital material . At each point we prol'l 
concrete examples of resources to illustrate the u e of new technolo , 
in language learning which da room teachers have found to be u . 
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in supporting their students' language development. In concluding, we 
consider various pedagogical implications and speculate about future 
developments. 
In exploring the role of the va riou tehnologie in learning we 
\'elouod it u eful to think of language u e along a continuum from 
':no t poken (oral interaction where language accompanies some 
Iviey in a h.ared phy ical en ironment) through to 'most written' 
-here texts need to be able to be under tood by other who mio-ht 
di tam in time and spa e independent of any shared e perien~e) . 
\toving along the mode continuum al 0 involve a hift from more 
spontaneous unplanned di cour e where meanings are collaboratively 
constructed towards more heavily crafted sustained, planned mono-
logues. Learning at the more poken end of the continuum tends to 
\olve interactive fi r t draft, exploratory language where there is an 
umption of hared knowledge. The value of ucb activity lies in the 
po~t provided by the immediate context and in the joint con truc-
I not meaning, with interactanrs l1pporting each other by elaborat-
, repeating adjusting input providing feedback, supplying relevant 
'.abulary and so 011 . Towards the more written end of the cootin-
Jm the learning potential change . With the hift to a lower pace 
.om the opportunity to reflect on language u e. There i now time to 
mk co on olidate, to researcb unfamiliar territory to develop sus-
1m d. ar~ument to consider the audience s needs and to manage the 
. nI aD on of extended text . And a a reader there i tbe time to read 
~nd re-read, to make connections, to work out obscure meanings, and, 
10 the case of multimodal texts, to study the composition of the visual 
rlements and to examine the relationship between the images and the 
accompanying text. 
Figure 13.1 maps the use of various technologies along the mode 
continuum. There is, of course, no strict correlation between medium 
and mode. Emails, for example, can be quite 'spoken-like'. However, it 
Figure 13.1 The mode continuum 
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